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We consider the semilinear elliptic problem −u − μ u|x|2 = f (x,u) + K (x)|u|2
∗−2u in Ω ,
u = 0 on ∂Ω , where 0 ∈ Ω is a smooth bounded domain in RN , N  4, 0 μ < (N−2)24 ,
2∗ := 2NN−2 is the critical Sobolev exponent, f (x, ·) has subcritical growth at inﬁnity,
K (x) > 0 is continuous. We prove the existence of sign-changing solutions under different
assumptions when Ω is a usual domain and a symmetric domain, respectively.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in the following wide class of semilinear elliptic problems{
−u − μ u|x|2 = f (x,u) + K (x)|u|
2∗−2u in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(1.1)
where Ω ⊂ RN (N  4) is an open bounded domain with smooth boundary, 0 ∈ Ω , 0μ < μ := (N−2)24 , 2∗ := 2NN−2 is the
critical Sobolev exponent and f (x, ·) has subcritical growth at inﬁnity.
Much attention has been paid to the problem (1.1) in recent years. When μ = 0, (1.1) simply becomes the famous Brézis–
Nirenberg type problem (see [1]). We are interested in the case when 0μ < μ. In [2], E. Jannelli proved the existence of
one nontrivial solution for (1.1) when f (x,u) = λu, K (x) ≡ const provided 0μ < μ − 1, 0 < λ < λ1, where λ1 is the ﬁrst
Dirichlet eigenvalue of − − μ|x|2 in Ω . In [3], A. Ferrero and F. Gazzola investigated the problem (1.1) with K (x) ≡ const
and got the existence of nontrivial solutions. When f (x,u) = λu, K (x) ≡ const, P.G. Han and Z.X. Liu [4] showed that (1.1)
has one nontrivial solution for λ > 0 and K (x) > 0 with some restrictions. J.Q. Chen [5] proved the existence of positive
solution for 0 < λ < λ1, where K (x) is not assumed to be positive but assumptions different from [4] are made. As for
sign-changing solutions, when μ = 0, G. Cerami, S. Solimini, M. Struwe [6] and A. Castro, M. Clapp [7] proved the existence
of solutions changing sign exactly once for (1.1) with f (x,u) = λu, K (x) ≡ const. Very recently, A. Cano and M. Clapp [8]
also considered (1.1) with μ = 0, f (x,u) = a(x)u and proved the multiplicity of sign-changing solutions, where Ω and K (x)
are invariant under a group of orthogonal transformations. When μ = 0, D.M. Cao and S.J. Peng [9] proved the existence
of one pair of sign-changing solutions for (1.1) if f (x,u) = λu,0 < λ < λ1, K (x) ≡ const for 0 μ < μ − 4,N  7. X.M. He
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suitable μ. In [11], the former two authors of this paper also considered the existence of sign-changing solutions for (1.1)
with 0 < μ < μ, f (x,u) = λu,0< λ < λ1 in the spirit of [7,8]. Other results on the problem (1.1) can be seen in [12–14] and
the references therein.
In [15], D.M. Cao, X.M. He and S.J. Peng considered the existence of positive solutions for (1.1) with general f (x,u) and
K (x) ≡ const. In this paper, motivated by [4] and [11], we consider the existence of sign-changing solutions for (1.1) with
general f (x,u) (which has subcritical growth at inﬁnity) and K (x) ≡ const. The results here include two parts. The ﬁrst
part, which corresponds to λ λ1 if f (x,u) = λu, is obtained by accurate estimates. Similar results for f (x,u) = λu (with
different K (x)) can be seen in [10]. The second part corresponds to 0 < λ < λ1 for f (x,u) = λu, where we assume that
Ω is a smooth bounded domain invariant under a group of orthogonal transformations in order to get the sign-changing
solutions. Here we extend the results of [11] to more general f (x,u). To prove the existence of solutions we use Mountain
Pass argument (see [16]), which is different from [11]. The main results are stated in the following section and the proofs
are given in Sections 3 and 4.
2. Statement of main results
Throughout this paper, we denote positive constants by C,C1,C2, . . . .
Let D1,2(RN ) be the completion of C∞0 (RN ) with respect to the inner product (u, v) =
∫
RN
∇u · ∇v . The following two
limiting problems are needed. The ﬁrst one is{−u = |u|2∗−2u in RN ,
u → 0 as |x| → ∞. (2.1)
From [17,18], we know that, for ε > 0, y ∈ RN , the instantons
U0ε,y := C(N)
ε
√
μ
(ε2 + |x− y|2)
√
μ
are the nontrivial least energy (positive) solutions of (2.1), where C(N) := (N(N − 2)) N−24 . These instantons are minimizers
for
S0 := min
u∈D1,2(RN )\{0}
∫
RN
|∇u|2 dx
(
∫
RN
|u|2∗ dx)2/2∗ ,
and
∫
RN
|∇U0ε,y |2 dx =
∫
RN
|U0ε,y|2∗ dx = S
N
2
0 . The second limiting problem is{
−u − μ u|x|2 = |u|
2∗−2u in RN ,
u → 0 as |x| → ∞.
(2.2)
For 0 < μ < μ, it is known (see [19,20]) that all the positive solutions of (2.2) are
Uμε := Cμ(N) ε
√
μ
(ε2|x|γ ′/
√
μ + |x|γ /
√
μ)
√
μ
,
where ε > 0 and Cμ(N) := ( 4N(μ−μ)N−2 )
N−2
4 , γ := √μ + √μ − μ,γ ′ := √μ − √μ − μ. Moreover, the solutions mentioned
above are minimizers for
Sμ := min
u∈D1,2(RN )\{0}
∫
RN
(|∇u|2 − μ u2|x|2 )dx
(
∫
RN
|u|2∗ dx)2/2∗ ,
and
∫
RN
(|∇Uμε |2 −μ |U
μ
 |2
|x|2 )dx =
∫
RN
|Uμε |2∗ dx = S
N
2
μ .
In view of [21], the operator − − μ|x|2 (0 μ < μ) with Dirichlet boundary conditions has discrete spectrum σμ and
each eigenvalue λμ,k (k  1) of it is positive, isolated and has ﬁnite multiplicity, the smallest eigenvalue λμ,1 being simple
and λμ,k → +∞ as k → +∞; furthermore, all eigenfunctions of it belong to H10(Ω).
As in [3], for 0μ < μ, we endow the Hilbert space Hμ with the inner product
(u, v)Hμ :=
∫ (
∇u · ∇v − μ uv|x|2
)
dx, ∀u, v ∈ Hμ.Ω
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‖u‖2Hμ :=
∫
Ω
(
|∇u|2 − μ u
2
|x|2
)
.
Obviously, ‖u‖Hμ is equivalent to the usual norms
‖u‖2 :=
∫
Ω
|∇u|2
of H10(Ω) by Hardy’s inequality (see [22]).
2.1. On usual domains
We assume
(K1) K (x) > 0 is a continuous function in Ω .
(K2) There exist r1 > 0, α1 > 2
√
μ − μ and A1 > 0 such that |K (x) − K (0)| A1|x|α1 if |x| < r1.
(K3) There exist r2 > 0, α2 > N − 2, A2 > 0 and x0 ∈ Ω such that K (x0) = maxx∈Ω K (x) := KM and |K (x) − K (x0)| 
A2|x− x0|α2 if |x− x0| < r2.
(f1) f (x, t) = a(x)t + f1(x, t) : Ω × R → R is a Carathéodory function such that
lim
t→0
f1(x, t)
t
= lim
t→∞
f1(x, t)
|t|2∗−2t = 0 uniformly for x ∈ Ω.
(f2) The following hold:
(i) for 0μ < μ − 1, there exist t0 > δ0 > 0, η > 0 such that
F (x, t) ηt2, for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀|t − t0| δ0,
where F (x, t) = ∫ t0 f (x, s)ds;
(ii) for μ = μ − 1, there exist δ0 > 0, η > 0 such that
F (x, t) ηt2, for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀|t| δ0;
(iii) for μ − 1 < μ < μ, there exists an open nonempty subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω such that 0 ∈ Ω0 and
lim
t→+∞
F (x, t)
t p
= +∞, uniformly for x ∈ Ω0,
where p = 2(N−2
√
μ−μ)
N−2 .
(f2)′ For 0μ < μ, there exist t0 > δ0 > 0, η > 0 such that
F (x, t) ηt2, for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀|t − t0| δ0.
(f3) There exist α  0, minx∈Ω K (x) β  0, θ ∈ (2,2∗), Ψ ∈ Lq(θ)(Ω) and ν1, ν2 > 0 such that
ν1|t| − β|t|2∗−1 
∣∣ f (x, t)∣∣ ν2|t| + Ψ (x)|t|θ−1 + α|t|2∗−1, for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ R,
with q(θ) = 2∗2∗−θ ; moreover, t f (x, t) 0.
It is well known that the nontrivial (weak) solutions of the problem (1.1) are equivalent to the nonzero critical points of
the following functional Jμ,F ,K ∈ C1(Hμ,R):
Jμ,F ,K (u) := 1
2
∫
Ω
|∇u|2 dx− μ
2
∫
Ω
u2
|x|2 dx−
∫
Ω
F (x,u)dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)|u|2∗ dx.
The main results here are:
Theorem 2.1. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an open bounded domain with smooth boundary such that 0 ∈ Ω . Assume K (0) KM(Sμ/S0) NN−2 and
one of the following three cases holds:
(I) N  5, 0μ < μ and (K1), (K2), (f1), (f2), (f3) with λμ,k < ν1  ν2 < λμ,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .) and 0 β minx∈Ω K (x);
(II) when N  8, 0  μ < μ − ( N+2N )2 and when N = 5,6,7, 0  μ < μ − ( N+2N+2−2∗ )2 , (K1), (K2), (f1), (f3) with λμ,k = ν1 
ν2 < λμ,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .) and β = 0;
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minx∈Ω K (x) and K (x) ≡ β .
Then (1.1) admits one sign-changing solution.
Theorem 2.2. Let Ω ⊂ RN be an open bounded domain with smooth boundary such that 0 ∈ Ω . Assume K (0) < KM(Sμ/S0) NN−2 and
one of the following three cases holds:
(I) N  5, 0μ < μ and (K1), (K3), (f1), (f2)′ , (f3) with λ0,k < ν1  ν2 < λ0,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .) and 0 β minx∈Ω K (x);
(II) N  6, 0μ < μ and (K1), (K3), (f1), (f3) with λ0,k = ν1  ν2 < λ0,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .) and β = 0;
(III) N  8, 0  μ < μ and (K1), (K3), (f1), (f2)′ , (f3) with λ0,k = ν1  ν2 < λ0,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .), 0 < β  minx∈Ω K (x) and
K (x) ≡ β .
Then (1.1) admits one sign-changing solution.
Remark 2.3. (1) If K (x) ≡ 1, then the problem (1.1) simply becomes the problem considered in [3]. In this case the condition
(f2)(i) (for 0μ < μ − 1) in Theorem 2.1 is weaker than the condition (2.4) in Theorem 2 of [3]. However, we assume the
stronger conditions (f1) and (f3) than the corresponding conditions in Theorem 2 of [3] in order to get the sign-changing
solutions.
(2) If f (x,u) = λu, then the conditions (I), (II) in Theorem 2.1 simply become
(I)′ N  5, 0μ < μ and (K1), (K2) with λμ,k < λ < λμ,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .);
(II)′ when N  8, 0μ < μ − ( N+2N )2 and when N = 5,6,7, 0μ < μ − ( N+2N+2−2∗ )2, (K1), (K2) with λ = λμ,k .
We see that if λμ,k < λ < λμ,k+1 (k = 1,2, . . .), then one can get the existence of the solution for every μ ∈ [0,μ), and
hence the result here for this case is better than the one obtained in Theorem 1.1 of [4] except for the different assumptions
on K (x). However, if λ = λμ,k and N  8, they are the same.
(3) If f (x,u) = λu, λ λ0,1 and N  6, then Theorem 2.2 here is the same as Theorem 1.2 of [4] except for the different
assumptions on K (x).
2.2. On symmetric domains
We consider the problem⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
−u − μ u|x|2 = f (x,u) + K (x)|u|
2∗−2u in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
u(γ x) = u(x) ∀x ∈ Ω, γ ∈ Γ,
(2.3)
where Γ is a closed subgroup of the group O (N) of orthogonal transformations of RN , Ω is a Γ -invariant bounded smooth
domain in RN , K : RN → R is a Γ -invariant function, f : RN × R → R and f (x, t) is Γ -invariant in x. Recall that we say Ω
is Γ -invariant if γ x ∈ Ω , ∀x ∈ Ω,γ ∈ Γ , K (x) is Γ -invariant if K (γ x) = K (x), ∀x ∈ RN , γ ∈ Γ and f (x, t) is Γ -invariant in x
if f (γ x, t) = f (x, t), ∀x ∈ RN , γ ∈ Γ . Let #Γ x denote the cardinality of Γ x = {γ x: γ ∈ Γ } and X/Γ := {Γ x: x ∈ X} denote
the Γ -orbit space of X ⊂ RN with the quotient topology.
Set
ΩΓM :=
{
y ∈ Ω: #Γ y
K (y)
N−2
2
=min
x∈Ω
#Γ x
K (x)
N−2
2
}
, AΓK :=min
x∈Ω
#Γ x
K (x)
N−2
2
.
We assume all Γ -orbits in ΩΓM are ﬁnite.
We also need the following assumptions:
(K4) There exist r3 > 0, σ3 > N , A3 > 0 such that |K (x) − K (y)| A3|x− y|σ3 if y ∈ ΩΓM and |x− y| < r3.
(f4) f (x, t) is odd in t .
(f5) F (x, t) 0.
(f6) There exist α  0, θ ∈ (2,2∗), Ψ ∈ Lq(θ)(Ω) and 0 < ν < λμ,1 such that
F (x, t) 1
2
νt2 + Ψ (x)|t|θ + α|t|2∗ , for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ R,
with q(θ) = 2∗∗ .2 −θ
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F (x, t) η|t|p′ , for a.e. x ∈ Ω, ∀|t| δ0.
We assume that Γ is the kernel of an epimorphism ι : G → Z/2 := {1,−1} deﬁned on a closed subgroup G of O (N). We
also assume that Ω, K are G-invariant. Recall that a function u(x) is called ι-equivariant if u(gx) = ι(g)u(x), ∀x ∈ Ω, g ∈ G .
Obviously, every ι-equivariant nontrivial solution of (2.3) is sign-changing (see [8]).
Let Ωι := {x ∈ Ω: Γ x = Gx}.
Theorem 2.4. Let Γ be the kernel of an epimorphism ι : G → Z/2 with Ω , K are G-invariant and f (x, t) is G-invariant in x. Assume
0  μ < μ, (K1), (K4) and (f1), (f4)–(f7) hold, ΩΓM ∩ (Ω \ Ωι) = ∅ and ( S0Sμ )
N
2  1AΓK
. Then the problem (2.3) admits one pair of
ι-equivariant solutions.
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.4 extends Theorem 2.2 in [11]. But because of the generality of f (x,u), we cannot assert that the
solutions are (Γ,2)-nodal as in [11]. Recall that a function u is (Γ,2)-nodal if the sets {x ∈ Ω: u(x) > 0} and {x ∈ Ω: u(x) <
0} are nonempty and Γ -connected, where a subset X ⊂ RN is called Γ -connected if X is Γ -invariant and cannot be written
as the union of two disjoint open Γ -invariant subsets (see [8]).
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1
As in [3], we denote an L2 normalized eigenfunction relative to λμ,i ∈ σμ by eμ,i , ∀i ∈ N. For ﬁxed k ∈ N, we also
denote by H−μ the space spanned by eigenfunctions corresponding to λμ,1, . . . , λμ,k and H+μ := (H−μ)⊥ . Take m ∈ N such
that B1/m ⊂ Ω (in the sequel, we always assume it), where B1/m := {x ∈ RN : |x| < 1/m}. Deﬁne
ζm(x) :=
⎧⎨
⎩
0 x ∈ B1/m,
m|x| − 1 x ∈ B2/m \ B1/m,
1 x ∈ Ω \ B2/m
and emμ,i := ζmeμ,i , H−μ,m := span{emμ,i; i = 1,2, . . . ,k}.
We denote Uμ (|x|) = Uμ (x) since Uμ (x) is a radial function. For m ∈ N large enough and ε > 0, deﬁne the shifted
functions as [3]:
umε (x) :=
⎧⎨
⎩U
μ
 (x) − Cμ(N)ε
√
μ
(ε2(1/m)γ
′/√μ+(1/m)γ /
√
μ)
√
μ
x ∈ B1/m \ {0},
0 x ∈ Ω \ B1/m.
A sequence {um} ⊂ Hμ is said to be a PS-sequence for functional Jμ,F ,K at c if Jμ,F ,K (um) → c and J ′μ,F ,K (um) → 0 in
(Hμ)∗ (the dual space of Hμ). We say Jμ,F ,K satisﬁes (PS)c condition if every PS-sequence for Jμ,F ,K at c has a convergent
subsequence.
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Assume (f1) holds. If K (0) > 0, then Jμ,F ,K satisﬁes (PS)c condition at
c < min
{
S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
,
S
N
2
μ
NK(0)
N−2
2
}
.
Proof. See Corollary 2.1 in [15]. 
By (f3), we ﬁnd, for a.e. x ∈ Ω , ∀t ∈ R,
ν1
2
|t|2 − β
2∗
|t|2∗  ∣∣F (x, t)∣∣ ν2
2
|t|2 + Ψ (x)
θ
|t|θ + α
2∗
|t|2∗ . (3.1)
Lemma 3.2. Assume (K1) and (f3) with λμ,k = ν1  ν2 < λμ,k+1 and K (x) ≡ β or λμ,k < ν1  ν2 < λμ,k+1 , k = 1,2, . . . . Let
Q mε := [(BR ∩ H−μ,m) ⊕ [0, R]{umε }] and Γ1 := {h ∈ C(Q mε , Hμ): h(v) = v, ∀v ∈ ∂Q mε }. Then Jμ,F ,K admits a PS-sequence at level
c = inf
h∈Γ1
max
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K
(
h(v)
)
.
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The following estimates are the revised versions of the estimates in [3].
Lemma 3.3. For ε > 0 small enough and m ∈ N, we have∥∥umε ∥∥2Hμ  SN/2μ + CεN−2m2
√
μ−μ, (3.2)∫
Ω
∣∣umε ∣∣2∗ dx SN/2μ − CεN−2m2∗√μ−μ. (3.3)
Proof. The ﬁrst inequality is from [3] and the proof of the second one can be seen in [23,3]. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume (f3) with ν1 = λμ,1 and K (x) ≡ β or ν1 > λμ,1 . Then every nontrivial solution of (1.1)must be sign-changing.
Proof. The proof is standard. For the reader’s convenience, we sketch it. By contrary, let’s assume that u  0 is a nontrivial
solution of (1.1). We have
−
∫
Ω
ueμ,1 − μ
∫
Ω
u
|x|2 eμ,1 =
∫
Ω
g(x,u)eμ,1 +
∫
Ω
K (x)|u|2∗−2ueμ,1
and
−
∫
Ω
ueμ,1 − μ
∫
Ω
u
|x|2 eμ,1 =
∫
Ω
u
(
−eμ,1 − μ|x|2 eμ,1
)
= λμ,1
∫
Ω
ueμ,1.
(f3) and the above two equations imply
λμ,1
∫
Ω
ueμ,1  ν1
∫
Ω
ueμ,1 +
∫
Ω
(
K (x) − β)u2∗−1eμ,1.
Therefore if ν1 = λμ,1 and K (x) ≡ β or ν1 > λμ,1, we can get a contradiction. Then (1.1) has no nontrivial positive solutions.
Similar arguments show that (1.1) has no nontrivial negative solutions. 
Under these preparations above, we can prove Theorem 2.1 now.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 3.4, we only need to prove the existence of one nontrivial solution for (1.1). The proof
follows the lines of [3].
The identity Id ∈ Γ1 implies
inf
h∈Γ1
max
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K
(
h(v)
)
 max
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K (v).
Thus Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 if one can prove that for some ε > 0 and m ∈ N,
sup
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K (v) <
S
N
2
μ
NK(0)
N−2
2
. (3.4)
On the contrary we assume that
∀ε > 0, ∀m ∈ N, sup
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K (v)
S
N
2
μ
NK(0)
N−2
2
. (3.5)
The supremum in (3.5) is attained since {v ∈ Q mε ; Jμ,F ,K (v)  0} is compact. Thus, for all ε > 0 and m ∈ N there exist
wmε ∈ H−μ,m and tmε  0 such that for vmε := wmε + tmε umε we have
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmε
)= max
v∈Q mε
Jμ,F ,K (v)
S
N
2
μ
NK(0)
N−2
2
. (3.6)
Similarly to [3], for any m ∈ N, {tmε } ⊂ R+ , {wmε } ⊂ H−μ,m are bounded. Up to subsequences, let’s assume tmε → tm  0,
wmε → wm ∈ H−μ,m , as ε → 0+ .
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Case (I). Using max{u∈H−μ,m; ‖u‖L2(Ω)=1} ‖u‖
2
Hμ
 λμ,k + Cm−2
√
μ−μ (see [13]) and (3.1), we know that
Jμ,F ,K
(
wmε
)= 1
2
∥∥wmε ∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x,wmε
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣wmε ∣∣2∗ dx

λμ,k + Cm−2
√
μ−μ
2
∥∥wmε ∥∥2L2 − ν12
∥∥wmε ∥∥2L2 − 12∗
∫
Ω
(
K (x) − β)∣∣wmε ∣∣2∗ dx 0
for m large enough. By (K2) and (3.3), we have∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣umε ∣∣2∗ dx
∫
B1/m
K (0)
∣∣umε ∣∣2∗ dx− A1
∫
B1/m
|x|α1 ∣∣Uμ ∣∣2∗ dx
 K (0)
(
SN/2μ − CεN−2m2∗
√
μ−μ)− CεN
1/m∫
0
rN+α1−1
(ε2rγ
′/
√
μ + rγ /
√
μ)N
dr
 K (0)SN/2μ − CεN−2m2∗
√
μ−μ − CεN−2m2
√
μ−μ−α1
 K (0)SN/2μ − CεN−2m2∗
√
μ−μ, (3.7)
where we use (a + b)t  tabt−1, a,b > 0, t  1 in the third inequality. Hence (3.2) and (3.7) give
1
2
(
tmε
)2∥∥umε ∥∥2Hμ − (t
m
ε )
2∗
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣umε ∣∣2∗ dx 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ + CεN−2m2∗
√
μ−μ.
By (f2) and from [3,23] we know that
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tmε u
m
ε
)
dx
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
CεN−2ε
2(
√
μ−√μ√μ−μ)
γ , if 0μ < μ − 1,
CεN−2| ln(Cε
√
μ/γ )|, if μ = μ − 1,
CεN−2ϕ(ε), if μ − 1< μ < μ,
(3.8)
where ϕ(ε) is a continuous function satisfying limε→0+ ϕ(ε) = +∞.
Therefore, by the fact |supp(umε ) ∩ supp(wmε )| = 0,
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmε
)= Jμ,F ,K (wmε )+ Jμ,F ,K (tmε umε )
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ + CεN−2m2∗
√
μ−μ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tmε u
m
ε
)
dx
<
1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ
for ε > 0 small enough, which implies a contradiction to (3.5).
Case (II). By max{u∈H−μ,m; ‖u‖L2(Ω)=1} ‖u‖
2
Hμ
 λμ,k + Cm−2
√
μ−μ and (3.1), noting H−μ,m is ﬁnite dimensional and then the
convergence of wmε can be viewed as in any norm topology, we see that
Jμ,F ,K
(
wmε
)= 1
2
∥∥wmε ∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x,wmε
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣wmε ∣∣2∗ dx
 Cm−2
√
μ−μ∥∥wmε ∥∥2L2 − C∥∥wmε ∥∥2∗L2
 Cm−N
√
μ−μ.
As in [3,4], setting ε =m− (N+2)
√
μ−μ
N−2 , we denote vmε , t
m
ε , u
m
ε , w
m
ε by v
m , tm , um , wm respectively, in the sequel. Now we
estimate Jμ,F ,K (tmum). Clearly, tm is bounded and tm → t0 > 0, up to a subsequence. Moreover, (3.2), (3.7) become
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√
μ−μ, (3.9)∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣um∣∣2∗ dx K (0)SN/2μ − Cm−((N+2)−2∗)√μ−μ. (3.10)
When
√
μ > (2∗ − 1)√μ − μ, that is μ > μ − (N−2)4
4(N+2)2 , according to [3], (3.10) can be replaced by∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣um∣∣2∗ dx K (0)SN/2μ − Cm− N2N−2√μ−μ. (3.11)
By (3.1), one has
Jμ,F ,K
(
tmum
)
 1
2
∥∥tmum∥∥2Hμ − ν12
∫
Ω
∣∣tmum∣∣2 dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tmum∣∣2∗ dx. (3.12)
For N  8, with
∫
Ω
|um|2 dx Cm−(N+2) (for details see [3]) we know:
(i) For μ − (N−2)4
4(N+2)2 < μ < μ − ( N+2N )2,
Jμ,F ,K
(
tmum
)
 1
2
∥∥tmum∥∥2Hμ − ν12
∫
Ω
∣∣tmum∣∣2 dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tmum∣∣2∗ dx
 1
2
(
tm
)2(
SN/2μ + Cm−N
√
μ−μ − Cm−(N+2))
− 1
2∗
(
tm
)2∗(
K (0)SN/2μ − Cm− N
2
N−2
√
μ−μ)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm−(N+2).
With Jμ,F ,K (vm) = Jμ,F ,K (wm) + Jμ,F ,K (tmum), we get
Jμ,F ,K
(
vm
)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm−(N+2) + Cm−N
√
μ−μ < 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ
for m large enough, which implies a contradiction to (3.5).
(ii) For 0μμ − (N−2)4
4(N+2)2 ,
Jμ,F ,K
(
tmum
)
 1
2
∥∥tmum∥∥2Hμ − ν12
∫
Ω
∣∣tmum∣∣2 dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tmum∣∣2∗ dx
 1
2
(
tm
)2(
SN/2μ + Cm−N
√
μ−μ − Cm−(N+2))
− 1
2∗
(
tm
)2∗(
K (0)SN/2μ − Cm−((N+2)−2∗)
√
μ−μ)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm−(N+2).
Then, as in (i), one obtains
Jμ,F ,K
(
vm
)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm−(N+2) + Cm−N
√
μ−μ < 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ
for m large enough, which contradicts (3.5).
When N = 5,6,7, for 0μ < μ − ( N+2N+2−2∗ )2, similarly to (ii), we also can get a contradiction to (3.5).
Case (III). By (f2)(i), (3.8) gives∫
Ω
F
(
x, tmε u
m
ε
)
dx CεN−2ε
2(
√
μ−√μ√μ−μ)
γ (3.13)
for ε > 0 small enough.
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√
μ−μ
N−2 , denoting vmε , t
m
ε , u
m
ε , w
m
ε by v
m , tm , um , wm respectively as in Case (II) and noting 0  μ <
μ − ( 2N+2N+2−2∗ )2, we have
Jμ,F ,K
(
tmum
)
 1
2
∥∥tmum∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tmum
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tmum∣∣2∗ dx
 1
2
(
tm
)2(
SN/2μ + Cm−N
√
μ−μ)− Cm− N(N+2)
√
μ−μ
N−2+2√μ−μ
− 1
2∗
(
tm
)2∗(
K (0)SN/2μ − Cm−((N+2)−2∗)
√
μ−μ)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm
− N(N+2)
√
μ−μ
N−2+2√μ−μ .
On the other hand, Case (II) shows
Jμ,F ,K
(
wm
)
 Cm−N
√
μ−μ. (3.14)
The above two inequalities with Jμ,F ,K (vm) = Jμ,F ,K (wm) + Jμ,F ,K (tmum) imply
Jμ,F ,K
(
vm
)
 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ − Cm
− N(N+2)
√
μ−μ
N−2+2√μ−μ + Cm−N
√
μ−μ < 1
NK(0)
N−2
2
S
N
2
μ ,
which implies a contradiction to (3.5) for m large enough.
In conclusion, (1.1) admits one sign-changing solution u. 
Remark 3.5. If f (x, t) is odd in t , then problem (1.1) admits one pair of sign-changing solutions. The same is true for the
following Theorem 2.2.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2
When K (0) < KM(Sμ/S0)
N
N−2 , it is easy to show that K (0) < K (x0), and then x0 = 0. Obviously, B1/m(x0) := {x ∈ RN :
|x− x0| < 1/m} ⊂ Ω for m large enough. As in [4], for ﬁxed k ∈ N, set
H−0 := span{e0,1, e0,2, . . . , e0,k}, H+0 :=
(
H−0
)⊥
,
where e0,i (i = 1,2, . . .) are the L2 normalized eigenfunctions relative to λ0,i ∈ σ0. Deﬁne
H−0,m := span
{
em0,1, e
m
0,2, . . . , e
m
0,k
}
,
where
em0,i = ζ0,me0,i, ζ0,m(x) :=
⎧⎨
⎩
0 x ∈ B1/m(x0),
m|x− x0| − 1 x ∈ B2/m(x0) \ B1/m(x0),
1 x ∈ Ω \ B2/m(x0).
Let m ∈ N be large enough, ε > 0 and deﬁne
umε,x0(x) :=
⎧⎨
⎩U
0
ε,x0 − (N(N−2))
N−2
4 ε
√
μ
(ε2+(1/m)2)
√
μ
x ∈ B1/m(x0),
0 x ∈ Ω \ B1/m(x0).
Then we have∫
Ω
∣∣∇umε,x0 ∣∣2 dx SN/20 + CεN−2mN−2, (3.15)
∫ ∣∣umε,x0 ∣∣2∗ dx SN/20 − CεN−2mN . (3.16)
Ω
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Ω
K (x)
∣∣umε,x0 ∣∣2∗ dx
∫
B1/m(x0)
K (x0)
∣∣umε,x0 ∣∣2∗ dx− C
∫
B1/m(x0)
|x− x0|α2
∣∣U0ε,x0 ∣∣2∗ dx
 KM
(
SN/20 − CεN−2mN
)− CεN
1/m∫
0
rN+α2−1
(ε2 + r2)N dr
 KM SN/20 − CεN−2mN − CεN−2mN−2−α2
 KM SN/20 − CεN−2mN . (3.17)
Lemma 3.6. Assume (K1) and (f3)with λ0,k = ν1  ν2 < λ0,k+1 and K (x) ≡ β or λ0,k < ν1  ν2 < λ0,k+1 , k = 1,2, . . . . Let Q mε,x0 :=
[(BR(x0)∩ H−0,m)⊕[0, R]{umε,x0 }] and Γ2 := {h ∈ C(Q mε,x0 , Hμ): h(v) = v, ∀v ∈ ∂Q mε,x0 }. Then Jμ,F ,K admits a PS-sequence at level
c = inf
h∈Γ2
max
v∈Q mε,x0
Jμ,F ,K
(
h(v)
)
.
Proof. We omit it for it is similar to Lemma 4 in [3]. 
Now we give the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem2.2. Since λμ,k  λ0,k for 0μ < μ, by Lemma 3.4, we only need to prove the existence of one nontrivial
solution for (1.1).
As in Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6 if one can prove that for some ε > 0 and m ∈ N,
sup
v∈Q mε,x0
Jμ,F ,K (v) <
S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
.
On the contrary we assume that
∀ε > 0, ∀m ∈ N, sup
v∈Q mε,x0
Jμ,F ,K (v)
S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
. (3.18)
Using the same processes obtaining (3.6), we have for all ε > 0 and m ∈ N there exist wmε,0 ∈ H−0,m and tmε,0  0 such that
for vmε,x0 := wmε,0 + tmε,0umε,x0 ,
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmε,x0
)= max
v∈Q mε,x0
Jμ,F ,K (v)
S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
,
and tmε,0 → tm0  0,wmε,0 → wm0 ∈ H−0,m as ε → 0+ , up to subsequences if necessary.
To get a contradiction to (3.18) we distinguish three cases according to the assumptions.
Case (I). Since max{u∈H−0,m; ‖u‖L2(Ω)=1}
∫
Ω
|∇u|2  λ0,k + Cm−(N−2) , by (3.1), we know that
Jμ,F ,K
(
wmε,0
)= 1
2
∥∥wmε,0∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x,wmε,0
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣wmε,0∣∣2∗ dx
 λ0,k + Cm
−(N−2)
2
∥∥wmε,0∥∥2L2 − ν12
∥∥wmε,0∥∥2L2 − 12∗
∫
Ω
(
K (x) − β)∣∣wmε,0∣∣2∗ dx 0
for m large enough.
(3.15), (3.17) imply that
1
2
(
tmε,0
)2∥∥umε,x0∥∥2Hμ − (t
m
ε,0)
2∗
2∗
∫
K (x)
∣∣umε,x0 ∣∣2∗ dx S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
+ CεN−2mN .
Ω M
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Ω
F
(
x, tmε,0u
m
ε,x0
)
dx Cε N2 . (3.19)
Therefore
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmε,x0
)= Jμ,F ,K (wmε,0)+ Jμ,F ,K (tmε,0umε,x0)

S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
+ CεN−2mN − Cε N2
<
S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
,
for ε > 0 small enough, which is a contradiction to (3.18).
Case (II). Using max{u∈H−0,m; ‖u‖L2(Ω)=1}
∫
Ω
|∇u|2  λ0,k + Cm−(N−2) and (3.1) implies
Jμ,F ,K
(
wmε,0
)= 1
2
∥∥wmε,0∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x,wmε,0
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣wmε,0∣∣2∗ dx
 Cm−(N−2)
∥∥wmε,0∥∥2L2 − C∥∥wmε,0∥∥2∗L2
 Cm−
N(N−2)
2
for m large enough.
Letting ε = m− N+22 , we denote vmε,x0 , tmε,0, umε,x0 , wmε,0 by vmx0 , tm0 , umx0 , wm0 respectively. Now we estimate Jμ,F ,K (tm0 umx0 ).
Clearly, tm0 is bounded and t
m
0 → t0 > 0, up to a subsequence. Moreover, (3.15), (3.17) have the forms∫
Ω
∣∣umx0 ∣∣2 dx SN/20 + Cm− N(N−2)2 ,
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣umx0 ∣∣2∗ dx KM SN/20 − Cm 4−N22 +N ,
respectively. With
∫
Ω
|umx0 |2 dx Cm−(N+2) and (3.1), one gets
Jμ,F ,K
(
tm0 u
m
x0
)
 1
2
∥∥tm0 umx0∥∥2Hμ − ν12
∫
Ω
∣∣tm0 umx0 ∣∣2 dx− 12∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tm0 umx0 ∣∣2∗ dx
 1
2
(
tm0
)2(
SN/20 + Cm−
N(N−2)
2 − Cm−(N+2))
− 1
2∗
(
tm0
)2∗(
KM S
N/2
0 − Cm
4−N2
2 +N)

S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
− Cm−(N+2).
From Jμ,F ,K (vmx0 ) = Jμ,F ,K (wm0 ) + Jμ,F ,K (tm0 umx0 ), we get
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmx0
)

S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
− Cm−(N+2) + Cm− N(N−2)2 < S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
,
for m large enough, which implies a contradiction to (3.18).
Case (III). Setting ε =m− N+22 , we denote vmε,x0 , tmε,0, umε,x0 , wmε,0 by vmx0 , tm0 , umx0 , wm0 respectively as in Case (II). (3.19) becomes∫
F
(
x, tm0 u
m
x0
)
dx Cm−
N(N+2)
4 .Ω
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Jμ,F ,K
(
tm0 u
m
x0
)
 1
2
∥∥tm0 umx0∥∥2Hμ −
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tm0 u
m
x0
)
dx− 1
2∗
∫
Ω
∣∣tm0 umx0 ∣∣2∗ dx
 1
2
(
tm0
)2(
SN/20 + Cm−
N(N−2)
2
)− Cm− N(N+2)4
− 1
2∗
(
tm0
)2∗(
KM S
N/2
0 − Cm
4−N2
2 +N)

S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
− Cm− N(N+2)4 .
On the other hand, Case (II) shows
Jμ,F ,K
(
wm0
)
 Cm−
N(N−2)
2 .
These inequalities with Jμ,F ,K (vmx0 ) = Jμ,F ,K (wm0 ) + Jμ,F ,K (tm0 umx0 ) imply
Jμ,F ,K
(
vmx0
)

S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
− Cm− N(N+2)4 + Cm− N(N−2)2 < S
N
2
0
NK
N−2
2
M
,
for m large enough, which contradicts to (3.18).
Hence, (1.1) admits one sign-changing solution u. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.4
In this section, we consider (1.1) on a symmetric domain. More accurately, consider⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
−u − μ u|x|2 = f (x,u) + K (x)|u|
2∗−2u in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
u(gx) = ι(g)u(x) ∀x ∈ Ω, g ∈ G,
(4.1)
where Ω is a G-invariant bounded smooth domain in RN , K : RN → R is a G-invariant continuous function, f (x, t) is
G-invariant in x and ι : G → Z/2 is a homomorphism on a closed subgroup G of O (N). Let Γ := ker ι. If ι is an epimorphism,
then a solution of (4.1) is a solution of (2.3) with the property that u(gx) = −u(x),∀x ∈ Ω, g ∈ ι−1(−1). Recall that (see [8])
ι induces an action of G on Hμ in the following way:
(gu)(x) := ι(g)u(g−1x). (4.2)
The associated ﬁxed point space of the action is
H ιμ := {u ∈ Hμ: gu = u, ∀g ∈ G} =
{
u ∈ Hμ: u(gx) = ι(g)u(x), ∀g ∈ G, x ∈ Ω
}
.
The ﬁxed point space of the restriction of this action to Γ is
HΓμ :=
{
u ∈ Hμ: u(gx) = u(x), ∀g ∈ Γ, x ∈ Ω
}
.
It is clear that if Ω , K are G-invariant and F (x, t) is G-invariant in x, even in t , then the functional Jμ,F ,K is G-invariant
with the action deﬁned in (4.2). By the principle of symmetric criticality [24,25], the solutions of (4.1) are the critical points
of Jμ,F ,K restricted to H ιμ .
Recall that a sequence {un} ⊂ H ιμ satisfying Jμ,F ,K (un) → c and J ′μ,F ,K (un) → 0 is called a ι-equivariant PS-sequence for
Jμ,F ,K at c. We say that Jμ,F ,K satisﬁes (PS)ιc condition if every ι-equivariant PS-sequence for Jμ,F ,K at c has a convergent
subsequence. The following global compactness result is important for us.
We denote the isotropy subgroup of y by Gy := {g ∈ G: gy = y}. Recall that the G-orbit Gy is G-homeomorphic to
G/Gy .
Proposition 4.1. Assume that Ω, K are G-invariant, F (x, t) is G-invariant in x and (K1), (f1), (f4) hold. Let {un} ⊂ Hμ be a
ι-equivariant PS-sequence for Jμ,F ,K at c  0. Then, up to a subsequence, there exist a solution u of (4.1), two integers m, l  0,
a closed subgroup Gi with ﬁnite index in G, sequences {yin} ⊂ Ω, {rin} ⊂ R+ , a solution U i0 of (2.1) (∀i, 1  i  m if m  1) and
{R jn} ⊂ R+ , a solution U jμ of (2.2) (∀ j, 1 j  l if j  1), such that
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(ii) (rin)
−1dist(yin, ∂Ω) → ∞ and (rin)−1|gyin − g′ yin| → ∞, as n → ∞, for all [g] = [g′] ∈ G/Gi , 1 i m,
(iii) U i0(gx) = ι(g)U i0(x), for x ∈ RN , g ∈ Gi , 1 i m,
(iv) R jn → 0 as n → ∞ and U jμ(gx) = ι(g)U jμ(x), for x ∈ RN , g ∈ G, 1 j  l,
(v) un(x) = u(x) +∑mi=1∑[g]∈G/Gi (rin) 2−N2 K (yi) 2−N4 ι(g)U i0(g−1( x−gyinrin )) +∑lj=1(R jn) 2−N2 U jμ( xR jn ) + o(1),
(vi) Jμ,F ,K (un) → Jμ,F ,K (u)+∑mi=1( #(G/Gi)
K (yi)
N−2
2
) J∞0 (U i0)+
∑l
j=1 J∞μ (U
j
μ), as n → ∞, where J∞0 (u) = 12
∫
RN
|∇u|2 − 12∗
∫
RN
|u|2∗ ,
J∞μ (u) = 12
∫
RN
(|∇u|2 − μ u2|x|2 ) − 12∗
∫
RN
|u|2∗ are the energy functionals for problems (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.
Proof. Since {un} ⊂ Hμ is a ι-equivariant PS-sequence for Jμ,F ,K at c and (K1), (f1) hold, we have {un} is bounded in Hμ .
Up to a subsequence, we can assume that there exists u ∈ Hμ such that un ⇀ u in Hμ and un(x) → u(x) a.e. x ∈ Ω . By (f1),∫
Ω
F (x,un) →
∫
Ω
F (x,u) and
∫
Ω
f (x,un)un →
∫
Ω
f (x,u)u as n → +∞. As in Lemma A.2 of [26] (see also Theorem 2.1
in [15]), we obtain that J ′μ,F ,K (u) = 0, vn := un − u is a ι-equivariant PS-sequence for Jμ,0,K at c − Jμ,F ,K (u) and vn ⇀ 0.
Then we can end the proof by Theorem 3.4 in [11]. See also [26–29]. 
Corollary 4.2. Assume that Ω, K are G-invariant, F (x, t) is G-invariant in x and (K1), (f1), (f4) hold. Then Jμ,F ,K satisﬁes (PS)ιc
condition at c <min{#(G/Γ )N AΓK S
N
2
0 ,
#(G/Γ )
N S
N
2
μ }.
Proof. We omit it for it is the same as Corollary 3.5 in [11]. 
Our proof of Theorem 2.4 is based on the following Mountain Pass argument.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that Ω, K are G-invariant, F (x, t) is G-invariant in x and (K1), (f4), (f5), (f6) hold. Then Jμ,F ,K admits a
ι-equivariant PS-sequence at
c = inf
P∈Γ3
max
t∈[0,1] Jμ,F ,K
(
P (t)
)
,
where Γ3 = {P ∈ C([0,1], H ιμ) | P (0) = 0, Jμ,F ,K (P (1)) < 0}.
Proof. We just need to state the functional Jμ,F ,K (u) satisﬁes the geometry structure of Mountain Pass Lemma in H ιμ , i.e.
(1) ∃σ > 0,ρ > 0 such that Jμ,F ,K (v) σ , ∀v ∈ ∂Bρ ∩ H ιμ .
(2) ∃v0 ∈ H ιμ \ Bρ such that Jμ,F ,K (v0) < 0.
The above two claims obviously hold as Lemma 3 in [3] with the assumptions here. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 follows from the above preparations. We state the details here.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Since Γ is the kernel of an epimorphism ι : G → Z/2, as in [8] we set
Ω
ι,s
M :=
{
y ∈ ΩΓM : dist
(
y, ∂Ω ∪ Ωι) s},
ρι :=min
{
r3,
s
2
,
|gy − y|
4
: y ∈ Ωι,sM , g ∈ G, gy = y
}
,
where s > 0 small enough such that Ωι,sM = ∅, r3 > 0 is the constant in (K4). Take a radially symmetric function ϕ ∈
C∞(RN , [0,1]) with ϕ = 1 if |x| 1 and ϕ = 0 if |x| 2. For ε > 0, y ∈ Ωι,sM and 0 < ρ  ρι , deﬁne
uΓε,y(x) :=
∑
[γ ]∈Γ/Γy
K (y)
2−N
4 U0ε,γ yϕ
(
x− γ y
ρ
)
.
It is obvious that uΓε,y(x) is Γ -invariant and supp(u
Γ
ε,y) ⊂ Ω . Take gι ∈ G such that ι(gι) = −1. For ε > 0, y ∈ Ωι,sM , deﬁne
uιε,y := uΓε,y − uΓε,gι y .
As in [8], uιε,y ∈ H ιμ \ {0} and ‖uιε,y‖2 = 2‖uΓε,y‖2,
∫
K (x)|uιε,y |2∗ dx = 2
∫
K (x)|uΓε,y|2∗ dx.Ω Ω
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Ω
K (x)
∣∣uΓε,y∣∣2∗ dx =AΓK S N20 + O (εN). (4.4)
By Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, since ( S0Sμ )
N
2  1AΓK
, we can end the proof if one shows that there exists ε > 0 small
enough such that
max
t0
Jμ,F ,K
(
tuιε,y
)
<
2
N
AΓK S
N
2
0 .
By contradiction, assume that for any ε > 0, there exists tε > 0 such that
Jμ,F ,K
(
tεu
ι
ε,y
)
 2
N
AΓK S
N
2
0 . (4.5)
Hence tε is bounded as ε → 0 and tε → t0 > 0, up to a subsequence. Then
1
2
∥∥tεuιε,y∥∥2 − 12∗
∫
Ω
K (x)
∣∣tεuιε,y∣∣2∗ dx 2NAΓK S
N
2
0 + O
(
εN−2
)
. (4.6)
Now we estimate
∫
Ω
F (x, tεuιε,y)dx. By the deﬁnitions of u
Γ
ε,y and u
ι
ε,y , we have∫
Ω
F
(
x, tεu
ι
ε,y
)
dx = 2
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tεu
Γ
ε,y
)
dx
= 2
∑
[γ ]∈Γ/Γy
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tεK (y)
2−N
4 U0ε,γ yϕ
(
x− γ y
ρ
))
dx. (4.7)
Denote all the distinct cosets of Γ/Γy by [γ1], [γ2], . . . , [γn], where n ∈ N is a ﬁnite number since we assume that all the
Γ -orbits in ΩΓM are ﬁnite. In order to apply (f7), we require that∣∣∣∣tεK (y) 2−N4 U0ε,γi yϕ
(
x− γi y
ρ
)∣∣∣∣ Ci ε
N−2
2
(ε2 + |x− γi y|2) N−22
 δ0, ∀x ∈ B(γi y,2ρ), i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
where Ci , i = 1,2, . . . ,n, are positive constants. Therefore there exists C ′ > 0 such that if |x − γi y| > C ′ε 12 , then
|tεK (y) 2−N4 U0ε,γi yϕ( x−γi yρ )| < δ0 for ε > 0 small enough, ∀i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Hence, by (4.7) and (f7)
∫
Ω
F
(
x, tεu
ι
ε,y
)
dx C
ρ∫
C ′ε
1
2
(
ε
ε2 + r2
)p′( N−22 )
rN−1 dr
 Cεp′( N−22 )
ρ∫
C ′ε
1
2
rN−p′(N−2)−1 dr

{
Cε
N
2 , if p′ > NN−2 ,
Cε
N
2 |lnε|, if p′ = NN−2 ,
for ε > 0 small enough. The above inequality with (4.6) implies that
Jμ,F ,K
(
tεu
ι
ε,y
)
<
2
N
AΓK S
N
2
0 ,
which is a contradiction to (4.5). Therefore (2.3) admits one ι-equivariant solution u. (f4) assures that −u is also one
ι-equivariant solution of (2.3). 
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